due respect to engineering professions, they have always been treated as a desire to "deceive the inherent nature of things".
Indeed, in such cultural conditions an experiment could not develop as a scientific method of cognizing the truth. It was only at the dawn of the modern age, when the "natures of things" were transformed in a single Nature, and naturalists suggested that the things of nature and tools of cognition may follow the same mechanical law. Basically, both objects of research and the tools used for their study constitute the same world of nature. Consequently, the "mechanical arts" bear no lies; they make up the tools the man uses to reveal the qualities of natural things that are impossible to discover with mere observation.
Francis Bacon wrote: "…nature's secrets come to light better when she is artificially shaken up than when she goes her own way" (Bacon, 1972: 61) . A naturalist creates a new thing because it is transformed with an embedded gauge. "A thing should be moved away from its natural place, deprived of its natural appearance, drawn from its natural conditions and tried in a number of situation until it reveals itself as a whole object; Therefore, the new science object is not just a result of a traditional thing transformation, in includes the procedure of such transformation into its own self" (Akhutin, 2014: 210) . Therefore, the New Age science destroyed and re-built natural things to reveal a universal principle in the artificially organized being. The success of natural science was so convincing that science included the mechanical picture of the world in its arsenal to explain the phenomena of society and man using the same method. Society was compared with clock; man was compared to machine. Social thought began rebuilding reality, shaping it into a new form of "social relations". (Tsurr, 2006: 154-155 ). This example illustrates that similar experiments with human body are technically possible; it also demonstrates the incompleteness/flexibility of a human being both at the physical and spiritual levels, as man is offered changing a lot in his self-perception and self-identification.
As for the officially prohibited though widely spread social experiments, the purpose of so-called "research" is studying the "nature of than Arata within our realm of goodness but infinitely weaker than he is within his realm of evil…" (Strugatsky, Strugatsky, 1992: 252) .
Voltaire ironically repeats Leibnitz: "All is for the best in the best of all possible worlds", or, in other words, "whatever happens, happens for the best". But someone in the past may clearly say: no, some things cannot be corrected. In the past, Kira died, the most precious person for Rumata; the one who needed to be saved first of all died, his love died. Rumata did his best to remain cold-blooded, "searching for the truth"
with Donna Okana, the mistress of blessed Don
Reba. Kira did not die by accident or a blind mistake; it happened due to the total negligence of Rumata to the most valuable person in his life.
Scientific and experimental quantitative equation
of entities (natures, objects, things) leads to false democratization of thinking. no longer subject to an evening that is sinking, to the alarms and terrors of hope. There are no other paradises than paradises lost" (Borges, 1997: 563) . Therefore, we are always late to do the first step, as something had already happened before there were us and this common pattern of life where the "real" experiment is taking place.
The man is the only full-featured gauge
Every time we confront the fait accompli, internal or external, existence is always primary. And the past is close.
For the survivors of Auschwitz, the experiment will never be over. The past never leaves its prisoners, for it always comes back, making them recall it over and over again. 'Get up', 'Wstawac'" (Agamben, 2012: 108-109 to escape from the pain filling the space and the man. Under torture, a man is nothing but pain itself, and his speech is the only way for him not just to say something, but also to avoid the immense suffering that drives him mad, ruins him, ruins him forever" (Tereschenko, 2011: 132) .
The evidence given under torture is inadequate.
Despite their rational and science-like structure, camps were absolutely useless from the point of view of finding the truth. "Fine to think we can go on being socially useful even after we're dead" (Huxley, 1988: 45) . Happiness turns into an economic category.
"But industrial civilization is only possible when there's no self-denial. Self-indulgence up to the very limits imposed by hygiene and economics.
Otherwise the wheels stop turning" (Huxley, 1988: 115 Someone will know who we shall marry even before we know it. There are methods to predict in which country a war is about to start. It is interesting that the world is approaching it. To conclude, we will keep on buying and paying, and the goods will be automatically delivered with a smile, and the advertising will be in our heads, and everything will be known of us. It is a fact; we need to accept it, live it, and enjoy shopping" (E-commerce… / blurring / devaluation of human nature is the nature-saving task. "To save" is to fetch something home into its essence, in order to bring the essence for the first time into its genuine appearing" (Heidegger, 1993: 234) . Despite the complexity of the task, it is obvious that the first thing to be done is to put the right emphasis and grasp the problem. Virus is a fragment of a DNA or RNA in a protein coat. Virus is specific for penetrating into the core of a living cell and embedding into its DNA. It is only possible because all information bearing molecules are similar and the DNA of a living cell reads the virus as its own program, begins reproducing it as it would reproduce itself, therefore, destructing itself. Technology is a fragment of man, only one of its faces; technology is a lethal face of man he overmasters. A part of it overmasters the whole.
